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Master in Counselling & Spirituality 
Admissions Workbook 

NOTICE 
This document is intended as a tool for candidates to self-assess their transcripts and determine 
whether they have completed the program prerequisites. The information is based on 
the general rules used by the admissions officers, and has no bearing on how any specific file 
is, or will be, evaluated. The way prerequisites are assessed is subject to change with no notice 
at the discretion of the Faculty. 
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Objectives 
This document will help you determine: 

➢ Where you stand in relation to general prerequisite completion

➢ If a course will count towards one of the prerequisites

➢ Which additional courses you should take, if any
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So, you want to be a psychotherapist? 

 

The MA in Counselling and Spirituality program from Saint Paul University is accredited by 

the College of Psychotherapists of Ontario (CRPO).  The objective of the masterõs 

program is to train psychotherapists that can guide, and counsel individuals and/or 

couples and families with regards to their values, spirituality and dynamics as well as bring 

about change in client thinking, feeling, behavior and social functioning. 

 

There are two available concentrations: 

¶ Individual Counselling 

¶ Couple and Family Counselling 

Please note that the concentration in spiritual care is no longer available. 

The first step in applying is to determine whether you meet the minimum requirements 

for admissions. In order to be well prepared for graduate studies in counselling, 

psychotherapy and spirituality, you will need the following undergraduate university 

prerequisites: 

¶ an Honours Bachelor Degree of 120 course units or the equivalent  

o it could be a 3-year university degree + 1 year worth of undergraduate courses 

 

¶ 48 course units ¶
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How to self-assess your transcripts 
 

 

This document exists to help guide you in the self-assessment of your transcripts. 

Unfortunately, the faculty does not offer individual pre-evaluation of prerequisites. 

You will need all your transcripts from the different universities you have attended.  

All the undergraduate courses you have taken are applicable, even if you did not finish 

the program that they were from. Once you have all the transcripts, you can use the 

worksheet in Appendix A to see if you have completed all the prerequisites.   

Here are some tips and tricks for evaluating each of the prerequisites.  

An Honours Bachelor Degree of 120 course units or its equivalent  
 

What is the ‘equivalent’ of an honours bachelor degree? 

 

¶ You must have at least a 3-year bachelorõs degree (90 course units). If you only 

have a 3-year bachelorõs 
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Psychology courses  
 

Psychology courses must be taught by the School of Psychology of your Institution. The 

courses codes should start with PSY, PSYC, PSYCH, or something of that nature.  

 

Do counselling courses count?  

 

Counselling courses that study specific psychotherapy strategies (such as 

CBT) may count, but you must include the course outline for these courses 

with your application to have them analyzed by the Faculty.  

 

Do psychology courses that are taught outside the School of Psychology count?  

Example: SOC 1××× Social Psychology 

 

You must include the course outline for these courses with your application 

in order to have them analyzed by the Faculty. We do accept some courses 

like this, but it is determined on a case-by-case basis.  

 

All Saint Paul courses with IPA×××× course codes will count towards the psychology 

requirement.  
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Sociology, Social Work, or extra Psychology courses 
 

Courses that fall within this category: 

 

¶ Courses offered by the School of Sociology of your Institution, and whose course 

codes starts with SOCI, SOC, or a similar iteration.  

¶ Courses in social work 

¶ Courses that pertain to addiction, counselling & intervention strategies 

¶ Courses that meet our criteria for the psychology prerequisites (information listed 

under the ôpsychology coursesõ section) 

¶ Courses offered by Saint Paul University, and whose course codes starts with IGL.  

 

What about courses that do not meet any of the criteria above, but which are 

mostly sociology? Example: RELI 1××× - 
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¶ Are there scholarships available? What are the requirements? 

o All candidates (Canadians, permanent residents and international students) with 

an average of 85% or higher who are studying full-time will receive a scholarship 

worth $2,000 per term for the first year of their masterõs degree. 
 

Please note that the guidance provided by our admissions agents is for planning 

purposes only, and is subject to change based on the Faculty’s evaluation for the 

session and year that you submit your application to the program. 
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Appendix A: Self-assessment form 
   

NAME  Student number (if applicable) 
 

Prerequisite Institution 
Course code  
and/or title 

Course 
units 

Psychology    


